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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.3 

 

General 

 FOHN-9ZDG5W - "Primary key for table 'LOCKED' is not unique" was managed differently in different 
procedures, now it will be managed the same way. 

 JLIN-9ZGGL3 - If the Update Part – Sales/Purchase procedures were opened in minimized size, the 
field Additional name wasn’t resized when you enlarged the window. 

 JELA-9ZHJH4 - The maximum number of columns that can be used in an own designed PopUp is 25. Now a 
control will be made that the number will not be exceeded. 

 AELN-9ZXHWU - It wasn’t possible to save designed Popups’. 

 AFOG-9W9LTH - It wasn’t possible to send charts by e-mail from lists. 

 JELA-9WWGKY - In several Print procedures weren’t the Less <<< button displayed when you sent several 
e-mail messages and cancelled the printout and answered No on the question "Several numbers selected to 
be sent via e-mail. Is that OK?" 

 MWIK-9WYDBN - A question if you want to save is also displayed if you only change or add an activity, e-
mail etc. on the Activity tab in the Part Info and Customer Order Info procedures. 

 CSIG-9X7FC6 - The Total was incorrect in list type Blanket order in the Order List – Sales and Order List 

– Purchase procedures. 

 JLIN-9VYFHS - The message and the button indicating that there is a message weren’t displayed on the 
new order created by Save as… in the Register Purchase Order and Register Customer Order 
procedures. 

 AFOG-9W2JJA - It wasn’t possible to save menu settings selected by the Info menu. 

 FOHN-9WNG6K - It wasn’t possible to use the calendar in the following procedures: Part Info (F12), 
Supplier Info and Customer Order Info. 

 JEDS-9WUA9L - The link to the product information about the supplement Document Viewer didn’t work. 

 JELA-9WVGJU - It wasn’t possible to drag and link e-mails in new registered Purchase- and Customer 
orders. 

 SHYS-9UHHK6 - Long sentences in the Text Editor on the Activity tabs in various procedures, the 
Recording Terminal procedure and Update Instruction could make the text partially illegible. Resize 
of the windows could also make the text partially illegible. 

 SSTG-9VJATQ - Text attributes (italic font, underline etc.) wasn’t transferred from inquiry to purchase 
order and from quote to customer order. 

Manufacturing 

 BSAN-7R5H9V - Incorrect Location was displayed when you added material in the Material Reporting 
procedure. 

 KJAN-8GGDDL - A program error occurred if you changed Refresh status after Synchronize with 
preparation in the Adding / Replanning procedure. 

 BSAN-8ZYBVX - It wasn’t possible to export Order List – Subcontract classified on Work center to Excel. 

 JLIN-9W7FTK - When the Setting "Report material upon shipping?" is activated, subcontract operations is 
no longer displayed in the Pick List (Manufacturing) procedure, list type Material Reporting. 
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 PFLN-9XKB8D - Preview didn’t work for all list types in the Consists of (Structure List) procedure. 

 SSTG-9WRCUZ - The Comment button is not highlighted in the Manufacturing Order Info (F11) 
procedure if only a document is linked to the part. This only affects systems with the supplement 
Document Viewer. 

 RDJF-9AA9N9 - The Part’s unit wasn’t translated to the selected language in the Consists of (Structure 
List) procedure. 

 SSTG-9C38PJ - If you registered an operation with exception on the Capacity factor (Setting "Use capacity 
factor exceptions on operations?" activated) and changed the operation to a subcontract operation, the 
Capacity factor remained. This affected the lead time. Changes are made in the Register Manufacturing 
Order procedure, so it will no longer use the Capacity factor for subcontract operations and the Adding / 
Replanning procedure zeroes the row’s Capacity factor when you change an operation to a subcontract 
operation. 

Purchase 

 MWIK-9ZLA76 - If you created a purchase order in Alternate unit and used Purchase limits, the order 
wasn’t displayed correctly in the Orders Needing Approval procedure. 

 MARN-9HJBK2 - It wasn’t possible to use Find and Replace on Administrator in the Part List – Purchase 
procedure. 

 KFTM-9WAFR4 - The Setting "Print confirmed payments?" didn’t work in the Confirmation LB / FB 
procedure. 

 LAHM-9XYH2H - A program error could occur when you saved in the Arrival Reporting Import 
(Purchase). 

 AFOG-9ZAACK - Find-as-you-Type (FayT) didn’t work with the keyboard in the Undo Arrival Reporting 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9VNJDW - There was no control of Purchase limit in the Import EDI Order Responses procedure. 

 LREM-9W7BUL - It wasn’t possible to update prices with alternative unit in the Authorize Supplier 
Invoices procedure. 

 MWIK-9WYCDA - There wasn’t enough space for Quantity in millions in the Quantity field in the Arrival 
Reporting procedure. 

 LAHM-9UWAFW - News: A warning message will be displayed if you try to create a payment file if the 
suppler doesn’t have any address or BG/PG registered. 

Sales 

 MWIK-7GFHL5 - It wasn’t possible to set Default values that were entered at the same time in different 
parts/areas of the Order List – Sales procedure. 

 SHYS-9MQ95P - It was possible to release several Invoice basis to an Invoicing plan if you had several 
procedures open with the same order. 

 FOHN-9W9K4F - The text wasn’t displayed in the field Freight payer in the Delivery Reporting and 
Register Invoices Directly procedures. 

 FOHN-9ZLDGY - It wasn’t possible to load GAN/cust. no. in the Delivery Reporting procedure when a 
message box was displayed. 

 LREM-9ZW9UZ - If you used default values in the Print Pro Forma and wanted the alternative "From 
customer order" to be checked by default, the PopUp Order numbers feature did not work. 

 FPEN-9ZYB6P - Date and order number weren’t included when printing order backlog in the Customer 
Info procedure. 

 AFOG-9UJDEB - It wasn’t possible to select invoice printout via e-mail in the Update Customer procedure. 
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 FOHN-9XKAQ8 - Export of data to EDI in the Reprint Prior Invoices procedure caused an edit lock-up if 
the customer didn’t have the EDI invoices setting activated. 

 LAHM-9XKAU2 - Some headings on the Chinese invoice were illegible. 

 FOHN-9XKAXL - It was possible to make manually changes on orders with status 9 in the Import EDI 
Orders procedure. 

 KFTM-9XKD6Z - It wasn’t possible to approve printouts of interest invoices in the Print Interest Invoices 

procedure. 

 SHYS-9TVFMM - If you wanted to reprint an invoice from the Register Invoices Directly procedure, you 
were incorrectly linked to the Print Invoices procedure instead of to the Reprint Prior Invoices 
procedure. 

 MWIK-9VNCMW - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you selected Rev. liability for pay. in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 

 CSIG-9W8DJC - It wasn’t possible to change information/selections in the Print Service Order procedure, 
if you had changed your mind and answered no on the question if you should send e-mails to several 
recipients. 

 FOHN-9W9JG5 - Additional services for DHL weren’t always printed on the SIS Waybill, if the SIS Waybill 
was activated after the Additional service was selected. 

 SSÖG-9X3CND - Now you can choose to print either Quote or Service order in the Print Service Order 
procedure. 

 SSÖG-9GXGRD - Now only one FF1 row will be exported with EDI invoice format 319 in the Print EDI 
Invoices procedure, if the invoice rows have VAT code 1 and VAT code 4. 

 FPEN-9U4D24 - Translation of name on Part rows to the Customers language will always be made if a 
translated name exists. 

 MWIK-9UCB79 - Activities will be translated to the Service order’s (customer’s) language on the Service 
report. The name of the activity in our system will always be in the Company language. 

Inventory 

 JLIN-9QUJU6 - The Material Clearance procedure only displayed next delivery date for a Purchase order 
when there was a shortage, even if the part with shortage should be delivered earlier by Stock order or 
Manufacturing order. Now the information about next delivery date will be displayed from the date closest 
in time, no matter of order type. 

 CSIG-9VTHYJ - It wasn’t possible to save a new nonconformity if you changed nonconformity type by using 
the File menu in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 JELA-9W7ALN - The Register Basic Data procedure loaded text for all company languages from 
databases with several warehouses instead of the current language. This error could only occur in systems 
with the supplement Warehouse management. 

 MARN-8YRFEN - The Inventory Analysis procedure with list type Turnover rate didn’t calculate Actual 
average stock if inventory log posts was missing within selected period. 

 JLIN-9729PS - Default e-mail address didn’t work if you used Crystal Reports nonconformity forms. 

 SSTG-9GGBCL - If you had created own nonconformity types for Supplier nonconformities, the XML file 
wasn’t attached in the e-mail message with the Nonconformity report that you can send to the supplier 
from the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 JELA-9U2LJE - It wasn’t possible to use the keyboard to select EDI links in the Update VMI procedure. 

 AFOG-9UQH24 - Delivery method and Terms of delivery wasn’t updated when you changed To warehouse 
in the Register Stock Order procedure. 

 MWIK-9VFA9Y - Incorrect additional text could be written in e-mails sent from the Register 
Nonconformities procedure. 
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 CSIG-9VNGV8 - There were problems printing forms in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

  

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-7WT9XF - "On Duty Overtime" is no longer available as an overtime type. 

 JLIN-8HPD6M - Work centers with orders with status 6 or higher weren’t displayed in the Planning Board 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9WAAR3 - Fixed schedule only gave over time until midnight on a non-working day. 

 JLIN-9ZT989 - If you changed Reject code in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure, no log 
records were created in the Rejection List and Manufacturing Order Log procedures. 

 JLIN-9U9MNB - During salary export to Agda, no schedule number was exported if you used schedule 
exceptions on non-working weekdays (for example the weekend). 

Accounting 

 LREM-9YFAL8 - The cost overview did not consider the sales overhead mark-up in the Register Project 
procedure. 

 SHYS-9TEKKN - If you made a selection on Cost type in the Project Summary procedure and reloaded 
data, the Search form wasn’t purged correctly. 

 SHYS-9VSGK2 - It wasn’t possible to delete Customer code and/or Our order number in the Register 
Project procedure if you had registered one. 

 KFTM-9VCFVE - The Print General Ledger procedure classified on Cost center didn’t show decimals in the 
credit field. 

General Settings 

 JELA-9ZDFYK - If another user had pressed the Form generation button during an ongoing Form 
generation, the user could select to delete the part of the file that already was generated, and then a new 
Form generation was needed. 

 FOHN-9WA8QP - If you generated forms at the same time as another user, MONITOR locked. 

 AFOG-9WBGLB - Manufacturing order documents were generated even if just one form was re-generated 
after changes in the Form Settings procedure. Now regeneration of M-order documents will be made 
when all forms are generated. 

 JEDS-9WFAXZ - An incorrect error message was displayed if you registered more External users than you 
had licenses for. 

 JELA-9UBHMJ - No classification was set as default when you changed from EIM users to Standard in the 
User List procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-9YVHQ4 - The information about missing path to the in basket or incorrect path to EIM is improved. 

 KFTM-9X4ASP - It wasn’t possible to rotate images in TIF format in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure. 
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